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In the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth centuries, 

philosophic thought was dominated by the movement of Ideal- 

lam in Germany. It is important to have a basic under

standing of this movement, because it is the soil from which 

S/ren Kierkegaard sprang. He was greatly influenced by this 

type of thought, but at the same time he was in strong op

position to this movement. Most of his writings are dir

ected against the Idealists to some degree, so an overview 

is in order.

German Idealism has some characteristic traits which 

take it a distinct movement in philosophy. The outstanding 

trait of these philosophers is their methodology. The methed 

ef the Tdealiots is speculation. This meians that they 

believed that ideas existed in a spaceless and timeless 

world, and man must project himself away from the real work- 

a-day world to think on this abstract level. This spaceless 

timeless world, however, is only abstract from the human 

point of view. Objectively it is more real than the human 

world.1

Another characteristic of the Idealist movement is 

that its scheme is the system. Just as one would say that 

the scheme of the Greek philosophers was the dialogue so in 

the same sense one could say that the scheme of the Idea

lists is the system. This is the form in which their ideas

1-Niels Thulstrup, Commentators Introduction to 
Philosophic Fragments, tr. David Swenson (Princetom Prince- 
ton University PreBS, 1936) P LI-LVI
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ar* communicated. After Kant had split th* world into 

noumena and phenomona, the Genian Idealists were trying to 

put it back together again in a systematic faghion. They 

built their systems with Kant's critiques as their found

ation.2

This movement reached its culmination point in the 

philosopher Friedrich Hegel. This man brought his specu

lation under a complete and total system. His system encom

passed everything, and explained it all as a process of his

tory, in which the real world Wirklichkeit, and the space

less timeless world Geist were gradually moving closer to

gether into a synthesis. History was the process within his 

system where this movement was taking place. This process 

of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis was all encompassing, 

and man was only a part within the movement*3

Kierkegaard was the first to radically challenge this 

system. He used as his Archimedean point a new category, 

something outside the system, 'the individual'Hegel had

2johann Gottlieb Fichte, The Vocation of Man, ed.
Robert M. Chisholm (New yorkj The Sobbs-Merrlll Company Inc., 
1956) p XI-XVI

^Niels Thulstrup, Commentators Introduction to Phil
osophic Fragments, op. cit., p LI-LVI

*l-S/(ren Kierkegaard, Works of Love, tr. Howard and Edna 
Uong(New york« Harper and ftow, Publishers, 1962) p 357 
"'The individual’ Is the category through which, from a reli- 
•us peint ef view,eurage,our race and its history must pass. 
And the man who stood and fell at Thermopylae was not as 
convinced as I am, who stand at the narrow pass 'the indivi
dual'. It was his duty to prevent the hordes from forcing 
their way through that narrow passj if they got through he 
was lost. My duty is at any rate at first 6ight, much easier
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built a system, but had net taken inta accaunt the individual,

his chaiee, er ethics. This eversight ef Hegel is the 
starting paint and central issue af Kierkegaard’s philesephy. 

Kierkegaaru Decame the defender against the system, which 

threatened ta swallaw up the individual. Kierkegaard farce- 

fully states,"...a system af lagic is passible, but an 

existential system is impassible.”5 Feaple da nat live 

rules af lagic, but by passian and ematian. He waved away 

frem speculatien and systematic philesephy, and ha empha

sized the individual in existence.

Of caurse, Hegel had adapted Christianity as part af 

his system, since it tea was anly part af the histarical 

precess. The clergy never appased Hegel because it made 

faith and religien very ratianal, and it made Gad an im

manent pewer directly recagnizable threugh the precess af 

histary. Christianity s success thraughaut histary was praaf 

enaugh far its truth and validity.

Kierkegaard tetally rejects Hegelian philesephy and 

Hegelian thealagy as anly impediments ta true faith and true

and seems ta place me in far less danger af being tradden 
dawn, as theugh I were an unimpertant servant whe, if pas
sible, was ta help the masses trying ta ga threugh the nar- 
raw pass, ’the individual', threugh which, be it nated, na 
ane can never ga witheut first beceming 'the individual'."

5s/fren Kierkegaard, Cencluding Unscientific Past- 
sarlpt, tr. David Gwensan andWalter Lewrie (Princetani 
Princeten University Press, 19*4-1) p99



Christianity. Hegel had wade Christianity a totally natural 

phenomenon. People had only to yeild to the force of his

tory and all would becoae what it was meant to be, including 

Christians. Kierkegaard on the other hand, says that the 

spiritual is not natural to man at all. In fact man must 

work to become a self, a spirit, a Christian, and an indivi

dual.

Since the individual is the core of Kierkegaard’s 

philosophy, and he maintains it throughout his writings, it 

is necessary to know what he means by it in order to under

stand his thought as a whole. This paper will not simply 

deal with the individual, but more specifically with the 

person in general becoming the individual self. Being a 

psychologist as well as a theologian, Kierkegaard was a care 

ful observer of people. He didn’t let his observations 

stand alone, but related them to his theology. This paper 

will attempt to describe Kierkegaard's concept of becoming 

a self, and its relationship to his theology.

^Kenneth Hamilton "Created Soul - Eternal Spiritj A 
Continuing Theological Thom",Scottish Journal of Theology 
XIX Vol. (1966) p 23->
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INNOCENCE AND DREAD
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Kierkegaard opposed those who believed that nan was 

naturally created as a spirit. He demonstrates that it 

could never be so because of nan’s free choice of sin. In 

sinning, nan has freely passed from innocence to guilt, and 

as such cannot be spirit. Now nan must struggle to becone a 

self or spirit. Kierkegaard describes this struggle which 

begins with the loss of innocence.

Before a self becomes conscious of being a self, it is 

in the state of innocence. But innocence as such is ignor

ance, because It.is net even aware that it is in the state of 

innocence. The question of guilt or innocence would never 

arise for a truly innocent person, but only for a guilty 

person. To be innocent means to exist in a dreamy one to 

one relationship with the world, where reality is ex per-r 

ienced, but not yet in consciousness. The person lives only 

in actuality, andisnett aware of any alternative possibili

ties.This sets the stage for dread, which Is "...free

dom's reality as possibility for possibility."^- When the 

innocent begins to be aware of possibility as possible, 

which in fact is nothing in reality, dread arises from the 

awareness of this nothingness - the awareness of "I am able". 

Henoe dread does not have as its object something definite 

as fear does, but the nothingness of pure possibility.3

^-S/fren Kierkegaard,The Concept of Dread, tr. Walter 
Lowrie (Princetoni Princeton University Press, 1944) p 32-34

2Ibld. p 37

^Ibid. p 50-56
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For instance when a persan is day-dreaming, he can 

conceive in his imagination af his killing someone. This 

act is only a possibility, and does not force the dreamer to 

actually kill. The dreamer draws back in horror from the 

awareness of this possibility as being truly possible, yet 

he is attracted by it. When the dreamer regains complete 

consciousness the possibility does not immediately vanish Tram 

his mind, but lingers and haunts him. In short he has lost 

his innocence in dread.

Dreading is both attractive and repulsivej attractive 

because of the "being able", repulsive because it is di

rected toward something new and foreign to the person. "Dread 

is a sympathetic antipathy, and an antipathetic sympathy.
> II

It must be remembered that dread is present even in inno

cence, and it is only awakened when the imagination conceives

of a sinful possibility. That is when the possibility of 

'being able' becomes an issue for the person. The person is 

faced with his own freedom, but before he enacts his free 

choice, there is indecision. The intermediary state be- .

tween the realization of being free, and the actual choice 

there is dread. Dread is the impotent indecision which 

exists between thought and action.

Adam is used by Kierkegaard as a model to explain 

dread in every man, and how sin originates from dread. Adam 

in his original state of innocence was in harmony with him-

^Ibid. p 38



self and witr his surroundings. The world ano the innocent 

jerson are synchronized so than they mesh together and form 

a unity. Adair lived under God’s protection and under Goa's 

law, where as in all innocence, the world was one of near 

perfect stimulus-response. Adam obeyed God’s law without 

question. Then his innocent imagination stumbled upon tne 

possibility of acting in opposition to the law of God. In 

this moment the realization that "I am able” slowly crept up 

upon Adam, and in this state Adam unconsciously submitted 

his will to sin. In other' words, Adam was in the state of 

wonder and he was dumbfounded. His freedom and possibiii- 

t es overwhelmed him. he was in dread. yore specifically 

K orkegaarc calls this subjective dread. "... >ubje-;tive 

d"ead... designates the dread which corresponds to t at of 

Ac am anc yet is quantitatively different from Adam’; by 

r- tson of the quantitative increment due to genorat on.’’c 

Subjective dread is the precedent state of sin. By imag- 

i ng s possibility other than that which God has given in 

a' quality, “he person enters into a state of indecision to- 

w* 'Os his possibilities he has hesitated to act ir the 

w« 'id God nas given him.

"One may liken dread to dizziness. He whose eye 
cnances c look down into the yawning abyss becomes 
dizzy. But the reason for it is just as much his eye 
as it is the precipice. For suppose he had no looked 
down, Thus dread is the dizziness of freedom

5lbid. p 51
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.., freedom gazes dewn inte its ewn feasibility* grasping at riniteness te sustain itself* In this dizziness freedee succumbs.6 * 8 *
It is in the moment of indecision in respect to the 

self's possibilities, where the self is impotent that sin 

comes in and takes over. Man has a paralyzed will, and sin 

asserts itself in this moment of indecision. Freedom be

comes trammeled upon.? In Adam's case, in that indecisive 

moment just before making the decision, when his will was 

suspended, is when sin stepped into the picture and took 

over. Kierkegaard is net. explaining how sin came into the 

world. He says only that "...sin came into the world by 

sin."8 This means "...sin comes in constantly by the quali

tative leap of the individual...How sin comes into the world 

every man understands by himself alone,..."9 So man in 

dread Is impotent and in impotence each individual makes a 

qualitative leap from innocence to guilt through sin. After 

this happens once, freedom is always guilty in making any 

further choices. After freedom in its dizziness once suc

cumbs it can never arise as innocent again, because inno- 

oence and guilt are purely qualitative and as such are in

different to quantities. So all choices become guilty 

choices, man possesses the quality of guilt.10

6Ibld. p 55

7lbld. p ^5

8Ibld. p 29

9ibid. p 42-46

10Ibid. p 55
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Although guilt is purely qualitative, subjective dread 

increases quantitatively with each new sin. The later 

individual, due to his better vantage point in terms of his

tory, can see core clearly just what is at stake. He be

comes hesitant to act. "In the later individual dread is 

■ore reflective. This may be expressed by saying that the 

nothing which is the object of dread becomes, as it were, 

more a something."11

In addition to subjective dread there is also object

ive dread. "By objective dread...we understand the reflec

tion in the whole world of that sinfulness which is pro

pagated by generation."12 In other words, the sins of man 

have cast a dreadful shadow over the world, which is a 

reality for every man. It is only through the dreading eyes 

of man that the world is seen as dreadful or sinful. "By 

the fact then that sin came into the world it acquired signL 

ficance for the whole creation. This effect of sin in the 

non-human sphere of being I have called objective dread."13 

Every man by subjectively dreading and sinning, appropriates 

this dreadful world unto himself. Wan’s world is sinful, 

and this state of affairs is passed on from generation to 

generation. People also become dreadful to one another, not 

because they are dreadful in themselves, but only because 

the relationships between people are seen, by men, as being

11Ibld. p 55

12Ibld. p 51

13ibid. p 52
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dreadful.

Man often finds the world the source of his uneasiness, 

discontent, distress, and anxiety. Yet, it is just the re

verse, *an by sin has made the world a place which causes 

hia to be in this state of longing.

"The state in which the expectant aan is he has not 
fallen into by accident, etc., so that he finds hia
self entirely strange in it, but he himself is at the 
same tiae producing it. The expression for such a 
longing is dread, for in dread the state out of which 
a aan longs to be delivered announces, itself, and it 
announces itself because longing alone is not enough 
to save aan. "I**

This situation is universally human, and it has defi

nite effects on aan. Objective dread makes the world sin

ful. Hence Kierkegaard says that the nothingness of dread 

(in objective dread) becoaes more and more a something (sin) 

for the later individual. Sin drives a permanent wedge be

tween what aan was and what man is. It drives them further 

apart, and makes them irreconcilable.

"...freedom being posited by the fact that the mis
use of it posited it, cast over the whole creation a 
reflection of possibility and a shudder of complicity? 
...this must occur because man is a synthesis whose 
extremest contrasts were posited and whose one con
trast became precisely by man’s sin a far more ex
treme contrast than it was before..."^5

The distance between what the world was and what the world 

actually is becomes irreconcilable. Man causes this, but 

at the same time he cannot be the solution for it. Man's

l2*Ibld. p 52 

15lbid. p 52
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sin Makes the world sinful and dreadful. Objective dread 

comes into the world by way of sin. Slowly objective dread 

degenerates into sinfulness.

"Surely this dread in the creation can rightly be cal
led an objective dread. It was not produced by the 
creation but was produced by the fact that it is seen 
in an entirely different light which was shed upon it 
when by Adam's first sin sensuality was degraded to 
signify sinfulness and is constantly so degraded in so 
far as sin continues to come into the world... .After 
sin has come into the world, and everytime sin comes 
into the world, sensuality becomes sinfulj but what 
becomes was not beforehand what it became."16 

Kierkegaard is saying much the same thing as Kant with

a different emphasis. Kant would say that man eannet under 

stand or know the world in itself he can only understand, 

experience, and Interpret the world in terms of the a priori 

categories of the mind. Kierkegaard believes, as Kant, that 

man cannot know the world in itself, but instead of a priori 

categories hemming man into a limited world of experience, 

it is the sinfulness of man. The world gets interpreted 

and experienced through the sinful eyes of man.1?

So far Kierkegaard has drawn a picture somewhat like 

the following} the world has been smitten by man's sin and 

has become forever a dreadful place for man(objective dread) 

On the other hand man has for the most part forfeited the 

possibility of choosing or actualizing freely and honestly 

hi$ own possibilities (subjective dread). There seems to be

I6lbld. p 52-53

17Immanue1 Kant, The Prolegomena to Any Future Meta
physics , ed. Lewis White Beck (New Yorki The Bobbs-Merrill 
Company, Inc., 1950) p 60
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no way of ever returning to man's original state of in

nocence. Man through his freedom has generically changed 

himself, and generically changed his world. He now lives in 

the state of dread and is a sinner. His world is sinful and 

dreadful. Man has permanently and unconsciously lost his 

innocence. As evidence for this state of affairs Kierke

gaard says that sensuality has become sinful, as a result of 

man's misuse of freedom. Man is no longer at ease with the 

sensuous, because his freedom has put him out of joint with 

it. Man has absolutely lost his pristine situation,and

every attempt te. gain it baek enly heightens the frustration 

ef dread.

Dread then is not sin, but is the transition as one 

passes from the state of innocence to the state of guilt.

It is the impotent state of man's will before sin. But 

dread is much more than this, it shakes man from his state

of innocence and increases his self consciousness. He be-1
gins to become aware of aspects within himself that he had 

previously overlooked in his ignorance (innocence). His 

unity has become disrupted, and he has become aware of it.



CHAPTER IT

THE SICKNESS UNTO DEATH
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In dread the person becomes aware of two distinct 

aspects of consciousness. These two aspects are described

by Kierkegaard asi

"Wan is spirit. But what is spirit? Spirit is the 
self. But what is the self? The self is a relation 
which relates itself to its own self, or it is that 
in the relation (which accounts for it) that the 
relation relates itself to its own self; the self is 
not the relation, but (consists in the fact) that the 
relation relates itself to its own self. Man is the 
synthesis of the Infinite and the finite, of the tem
poral and the eternal, of freedom and necessity, in 
short it is a synthesis. A synthesis is a relation 
between two factors. So regarded, man is not yet a 
self.

In the relation between two, the relation is the 
third term as a negative unity, and the two relate 
themselves to the relation, and in the relation to the 
relation; such a relation is that between soul and 
body, when man is regarded as soul. If on the con
trary the relation is then the positive third term, 
and this is the self.

Such a relation which relates itself to its own 
self (that is to say, a self) must either have con
stituted itself or have been constituted by another.

If this relation which relates itself to its own 
self is constituted by another, the relation doubt
less is the third term, but this relation (the third 
term) is in turn a relation relating itself to that 
which constituted the whole relation.

Such a derived, constituted, relation is the 
human self...

This definition is terribly abstract and somewhat dif

ficult, but it is crucial to this paper. In dread for

the first time becomes aware that he is not a unity but a 

synthesis. Looking at only half of the synthesis, one sees 

the temporal, finite, and the necessary half of man. This 

is the concrete bodily aspect of man in the world, and man's

is/ren Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, tr. 
Walter Lowrie (Princeton* Princeton University Press, 19^1) 
p 1^6
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consciousness of it as such. This aspect exists purely in 

the tiae order ef things, and it ties aan to the earth. It 

consists of such things as the sensory, sensuous, and the 

appetitive essences of aan, In short, this is the bodily 

with all its limits, qualities, and abilities! it is the ac

tual.

On the other side ef the synthesis is the infinite, 

eternal, and free part of man. Awareness of this aspect 

also comes in dread, when one becoaes aware that he is free, 

and he is able to do as he pleases. This includes such 

things as the eaotional, iaaginative, subjective, and dreaay 

parts of aan. One aight say that this is the part of aan 

that swias on the sea of possibility. But as the last sen

tence in the first paragraph points out, this synthesis is 

not yet a self. There aust be a positive third tern. This 

positive third tera is the relation itself, which relates 

itself to Its own self, as self consciousness. Most ia- 

pertant is that this relation relates itself to that power 

which constituted the whole relation. That power is God. 

When a person has totally becoae a self, there is the con

sciousness of ’standing alone before God'.

A person becemes aware ef this situation and ef 

the aspects of consciousness only after he has dreaded.

This self awareness is the beginning of the process of be- 

coaing an individual self before God. Man in innocence was 

a harmoniously balanced synthesisj he now becoaes aware that
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there is tension within himself. He now is a synthesis of 

irreconcilable opposites. "... Man is a synthesis whose 

extremest contrasts were posited and whose one contrast be

came precisely by man’s sin a far more extreme contrast than 

it was before... "2

While the imaginative part of man is expanding out in

to the possibilities of the self, the concrete actual part 

of man is anchored in the temporal. The imaginative is 

constantly moving out in all possible directions from the 

actual. This is the result of dread, and the cause of 

despair. When the imagination moves forth from its anchor 

there is really no movement, it is only when the actual it

self is moved by the imagination, that possibility becomes 

actualized. Kierkegaard calls this movement "double re

flection". This is the process whereby a person not only 

projects outward towards his possibilities and reflects up

on them, this is only a single movement. A person also must 

again project his possibilities into his actual life. In 

other words, the possible becomes actualized by a double 

movement? first the imaginative aspect of man projects it

self out towards the self’s possibilities, and secondly, it 

returns to the actual and moves the actual.

2ti/ren Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread, op, cit.,
P 52

3s/ren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Post
script, op. cit., p 68-70
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There is, obviously, strong tension between these two 

aspects of the self, simply because dread has made people 

aware of their absolute difference. While the imagination 

is free floating, the bodily is tied to the earthly. This 

tension within man is the cause of despair. But despair

dees not occur in either of-the two parts of the synthesis.

The relation of these two is the positive third term of the 

self which is spirit. Despair occurs in the spirit. Se 

then it could be said that dread is man's way of being in 

respect to his possibilities, and despair is his reaction 

te dread. Kierkegaard sees two main reactions to dread, and 

these two reactions are the two kinds of conscious despair. 

Despair is the result of the tension between the two aspects, 

and it occurs in the spirit. Despair is the 'sickness unto 

death'. It is sickness in the spirit, but the spirit does 

not die from it, on the contrary, that is precisely its tor

ment, that the self is not able to die.24"

Perhaps a person may only have moments of despair, but 

this means that it is only noticed when it is brought to 

ones attention, but it was there all the time. One who. 

despairs has always been in despair it only shows itself 

from time to time.5

There are two types of conscious despair, first is

4Sjfren Kierkegaard, The Sickness Unto Death, op. cit., 
p 150-153

5lbid. p 157
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despair by not willing to be oneselft the second is despair 

by willing to be enself. The first is refered te as the 

despair of weakness, the second as despair of defiance.

A person has despair'ef weakness when he will te be rid ef his 

self, and to be out ef the tension of being a self. This 

type ef despair realises the pain involved in being a self, 

of being spirit, and of being in the tension. In other 

words, this type tries to ignore the soulish, imaginative 

part of man because of the strain within the spirit, and 

seeks only to exist in the one dimensional level of the 

actual. In this case one despairingly wills not to be a 

self, and wills to be relieved of the tension by seme other 

pewer. By the very fact that one wills this to be the case 

and at the same time it cannot be the case one is in de

spair. 7

Despair of defiance is that type of despair which 

wills to be itself. Just as in the first type of despair 

which wills to be rid of the painful spirit aspect of man, 

so this type of despair wills despairingly to be a self - 

a spirit. This person makes his own decisions in respect 

to his possibilities, and tries to create himself. He 

draws strength from his own self. This type attempts te 

sustain himself In the tension by his own power. He is

6Ibid. p 180-182

7lbid. p 182-183
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resentful towards the werld, because he feels he is pulling 

hiaself up by his own boot straps, and finding hope within 

hiaself aaid a hopeless world. It can be said that the 

pain ef the despairer's situation is his consolation. He 

courageously faces all possibilities and finds repose in 

the fact that he is able to do this with his own strength. 

In deing se, that is, by willing to be his own self he be

ceaes ne self, because no self can be its own eternal self 

as this despairer would have it.®

®Ibid. p 200-201



CHAPTER III

DESPAIR IN DREAD AS A SAVING EXPERIENCE
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As was said before, Kierkegaard relates his psychology 

to his theology. This analysis of the self is preliminary 

to understanding his theology. The despair of defiance is 

where his psychology ends and his theology begins.

The starting point of his theology is the despairing 

self, but one who despairs is a sinner. He defines sin as 

follows, "Sin is thisi before God or with the conception 

of God, to be in despair at not willing to be oneself, or 

in despair at willing to be oneself. Thus sin is poten

tiated weakness or potentiated defiance» sin is the poton- 

tiatton of despair."!

So one who despairs by weakly willing not to be him

self, or one who despairs by defiantly willing to be his 

ewn self, are the two sources of all sinfulness. However 

Kierkegaard stresses that, "...the contrast here is only 

relative. No despair is entirely without defiancei in fact 

defiance is implied in the very expression, 'Not to will to 

be.' On the other hand, even the extremest defiance of 

despair is after all never without some weakness."2 So 

both types of despair are despair of defiance and despair 

ef weakness at the same time, only a degree of conscious

ness separates them. Despair of defiance is more con

scious of the eternal self. This defiance is sinful be

cause oho tries to maintain a stoic attitude towards life,

ilbld. p 208

2Ibid, p 182
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and justify his situation by his ability to endure pain. He 

will not let go and "...humble himself under it in faith and 

...accept it as belonging to the self."3

Although the defiant form of despair is sinful just 

as the other form is, it is a movement towards becoming a 

total human self before God. It is the way to faith be

cause the self wills to have a self whereas in the first 

case it did not. After becoming aware ©f the two aspects 

•f consciousness in the self, defiant despair is the second 

step leading to the development of a Christian self.

"In this form of despair there is now a mounting 
consciousness of the self, and hence greater con
sciousness of what despair is and of the fact that 
one's condition is that of despair. Here despair is 
conscious of itself as a deed, it does not come from 
without as a suffering under the pressure of cir
cumstances, it comes directly from the self. And so 
after all defiance is a new qualification added to 
despair over one's weakness.

In order to will in despair to be oneself there 
must be consciousness of the infinite self.”^

The self by willing defimatly~te be itself is in the

tension, but it must go ©ne step further.

"The despair which is the passage way to faith is also 
by aid of the eternal> by aid of the eternal the self 
has the courage io lose itself in order to gain itself. 
Here on the contrary it is not willing to begin by 
losing itself but wills to be itself."5

This act of giving oneself up in order to gain oneself is 

what Kierkegaard calls the 'leap of faith.'6 This leap of

3lbld. p 201 

^Ibld. p 201 

5lbld. p 201

6s/ren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Post
script, op. cit., p 86-92
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faith is net dene by wan alene, but it is a leap by man that 

is initiated by God. God enters the person's life in the 

'moment'. By the words leap and Moment Kierkegaard is sug

gesting a break with temporal continuity. Man with God's 

help breaks with the sinful world. This is in direct op

position te the Hegelian idea of the rational process of 

history. The mement and the leap take on paradoxical signi

ficance which is beyond all human understanding. This 

mement is the cenversien of the person, and it has eternal 

significance. The person is permanently changed. "...the 

Mement in time must have a decisive significance, so that I 

will never be able te forget it either in time or eternity;"? 

Faith is paradoxical, and the object of faith is equally 

paradoxical. They cannot be grasped by any purely human 

methods. Only Ged "...gives the learner not only the Truth, 

but alse the condition for understanding it..."®

Faith is like a sore, we must keep it open se the 

eternal can cure it. If the sore is cured in the finite, it 

is not cured at all, but enly covered over by time. Only 

the eternal can truly cure. The eternal cannot cure in the 

precess ef time, but enly in the paradoxical mement, which is 

beyond all human understanding.9

?S/ren Kierkegaard, Philosophic Fragments, op. cit..
p 16

8lbid. p 18

9s>ren Kierkegaard, Purity of Heart, tr. Douglas Steere 
(Londoni Fontana Books, 1938J p l3^
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In order to reach faith one must remain in the ten

sien (enly the defiant despairer dees this); this means ene 

must be a sinner, and constantly be open te the call ef pos

sibility. This tensien reaches it ultimate when the self is 

required te give itself up. Here again the self can still 

keep the attitude ef the defiant despairer and find con

solation precisely in the pain of existence, Kierkegaard 

calls this type a knight ef infinite resignation. The mean

ing ef the knight of infinite resignation's life is still 

centered around the finite. "In infinite resignation... 

every man...can train himself to make this movement which in 

its pain reconciles oneself with existence."10 He makes the 

movement of giving himself up, and he is soothed by the pain 

of what he did. Beyond this is the knight of faith, that is 

one who has made the leap ©f faith.

"...the knight of faith...makes exactly the same move
ments as the other knight...he is reconciled in pain» 
but then occurs the prodigy, he makes still another 
movement more wonderful than all, for he says,"I 
believe nevertheless that I shall get her, in virtue, 
that Is, of the absurd, in virtue of the fact that with 
God all things are possible." The absurd is not one 
of the factors which can be discriminated within the 
proper compass of the understanding!"11

He realizes that by human courage alone and by a movement in

the will one can renounce one's life, but only by faith, by

virtue of the absurd, ean one give himself up and at the

same time expect himself back again. This second movement

10S>ren Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling, tr. Walter 
Lowrie (Princetem Princeton University Press, 19^1) p 56

11Ibid. p 57
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is beyond all human reasoning, it is paradax religien, and 

it is deuble reflectien at its ultimate.

Just as with Abraham, the father ef faith, he had te 

set his human reasen aside, and give up the centent and mean 

ing ef his life, in the persen ef Issac, in erder te receive 

him back again. There can be ne deubt that he dreaded this, 

but he did net despair ever itj he humbled himself and ac

cepted it.

"A purely human ceurage is required to renounce the 
whele of the temporal t® gain the eternalt but this I 
gain and t® all eternity I cannot renounce it- that is 
a self-contradiction. But a paradoxical and humble 
ceurage is required to grasp the whele of the temp
oral by virtue ef the absurd, and this the ceurage ©f 
faith. By faith Abraham did net renounce his claim 
upen Isaac, but by faith he get Isaac."12

In giving his son up, he expected him back at the same time. 

This can be dene in faith, that is, by virtue ef the absurd. 

This is faith which Kierkegaard defines as, "...by relating 

itself te its ewn self and by willing te be itself is 

grounded transparently in the power which constituted it."13

If a persen is in the tensien by being a defiant de- 

spairer, he also must be in the state ef dread. Dread, fer 

Kierkegaard, is extremely dialectical. So far enly ene side 

ef dread has been presented. A closer leek at dread must 

be taken in erder te see hew dread can be a saving exper

ience .

I2lbid. p 59

13s>re n K. i ® i? It © it d | 1 h© oickn©ss Unto D©M*thi|
p 262
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Dread is net sin, but it is the transition which takes 

place whan ane passes frem innocence to guilt and from 

freedom to sin. Sin and guilt commonly arise from the fact 

that one is in dread. This is net necessary however. Dread 

always precedes sin, but sin doesn’t always necessarily fol

low from dread.

Dread can be a saving experience by means of faith.

For the natural man dread is a terrifying experience. Faith 

earn make one realize that possibility can be a much heavier 

burden to bear than actuality. Nobody in actuality is as 

bad off as he possibly could be, and this can be seen be

cause people actually do dread what could possibly happen to 

them. The natural man builds up protection against the fact 

that undesirable possibilities are possible, but this is al

ways only taking refuge from dread in the finite. By means 

of faith, man experiences dread and takes no refuge from 

dread, on the contrary, for by not taking refuge in the 

finite one gains infinity. "Without risk there is no faith. 

Faith is swimming with seventy thousand fathoms beneath 

you.

People attempt to overcome dread by themselves, yet 

they forget that they themselves are the source of dread.

The only solution for dread is to dread, this is beyond the 

purely human. In other words, man must realize that he is

lZ+H. A. Nielsen,The Visages of Adam, (New Yorki Random 
House, 1968) p 305

I



the cause ef dread, but he cannet be the selutien.

Just by the fact that pessibility is pessible it is

dreadful, and by dreading it, it leases its dreadfulness.

In dreading ene must be willing te give up all finite ex-

pectatiens and securities. All finite things will ceae and

ge, and therefere man cannet place his hepe in his finite

werld. One must be willing te give everything up in pes-

oibility, and by deing this ene gains infinity. Just as ene

beceaes iaaune against peisen by taking peisen se tee the

cure fer dread is te epen eneself up te dread. By deing thii

pessibility is ne lenger dreadful.

"...he whe is educated by pessibility remains with 
dread, dees net allew hiaself te be deceived by its 
eeuntless ceunterfeits, he recalls the past precisely; 
then at last the attacks ef dread, theugh they are 
fearful, are net such that he flees frea thea. Fer 
hia dread beceaes a serviceable spirit which against 
its will it craftily insinuates that it has invented 
a new instruaent ef terture far aere terrible than 
anything eapleyed befere, he dees net receil, still 
less dees he atteapt te held it eff with claaer and 
neise, but he bids it welceae, he hails it seleanly, 
as Secrates seleanly fleurished the peisened geblet, 
he shuts hiaself up with it, he says, as a patient 
says te the surgeen when a painful eperatien is abeut 
te begin, "New I am ready." Then dread enters inte 
his seul and searches it thareughly, censtraining eut 
ef hia all the finite and petty, and leading hia hence 
whither he weuld ge"15

In ether werds when a man helds nething finitely pes

sible as being able to oause dread he gains infinity, but 

the enly way this la pessible is threugh the dreading ef 

pessibility.

l-5sXren Kierkegaard, The Qencept ef Dread, ep. cit.,
p 142
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Dread is Anfechtung (a trial ef teaptatien) in which 

man can either take refuge in the finite er sustain dread 

and gain infinity.16 By taking refuge in the finite,dread 

is net evercerne i it is enly hidden fer perieds ef tiae. Cles- 

ing eneself eff frea pessibility is what aakcs pessibility 

dreadful. By centinually dreading, dread eradicates itself. 

Opening eneself up te dread, and letting all dreadful pes- 

sibilities search threugh eneself, dread leases its dread

fulness, if it is ignered it remains dreadful. Dread is its 

ewn cure. Only by truly dreading pessibility can a persen 

be lead eut ef dread te faith. All finite security can be 

threatened by pessibility, but faith can never be threatened 

by pessibility because it has already dreaded all pessibili- 

ties. A .self cempletely epen te dread in the tensien, be

cemes a Christian self, by the leap ef faith in the mement.

^S/ren Kierkegaard, Cencluding Unscientific Pest- 
script, ep. cit., p 410



CHAPTER IV

THE SPHERES OF EXISTENCE



Kierkegaard approaches the same problem(that of be

coming a self) from a more descriptive point of view, from 

what he calls the spheres of existence of the stages on 

lift’s way.1- This gives the reader a view of three different 

distinct Weltanschauung within the process of becoming an 

individual} the aesthetic, the ethical, and the religious.

He descriptively analyzes how men who exist in these degrees 

ef consciousness view Such things as suffering, duty, plea

sure and so on. Two things must be kept in mind when leak

ing at the spheres. First, these spheres are not arranged 

in any chronological order, they are merely different view 

points from within the process. Secondly, these spheres are 

not mutually exclusive of one another. People may exist in 

more than one sphere at any one time. In fact a Christian 

must exist in more than one at a time.

A self in the aesthetic sphere is an egoist whose main 

concern is pleasure. There are no guide lines in the pur

suit of pleasure by the aesthetic person. No sense of com

munity exists fer the self who exists in this sphere, and 

obviously no sense of duty towards oneself or one's fellow 

man. This person’s attitude towards life is determined by 

the categories pleasurable/unpleasurable or f®rtunate/un- 

fortunate. He tries to satisfy himself in the category

lFor a more detailed account of the spheres see s/ren 
Kierkegaard's Stages en Life’s Way, tr. Walter Lewrie (New 
York: Schecken hooks, 156?), and again in Concluding 
Unscientific Iostscript op. cit. pp 225-267
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•f the pleasurable. This persen lives in the immediate and 

areids all things which are unpleasurable. Suffering is 

aveided at all casts. Ne centinuity is seught fer in this 

persen’s life, and ne leng range geals can be sustained. In 

terms ef the synthesis, this is a persen whese imaginative 

aspect is active in seeking pleasure and saves the actual 

self tewards that end enly. Life becemes an experiment er 

testing greund fer the aesthetic persen. The persen here is 

in uncenscieus despair, er has defiantly chesen a pleasure 

seeking self. There is ne tensien in the self. The persen 

acts as if he were net a self er spirit.

A self in the ethical sphere is a universal man. This 

is a persen whe adepts the universal ethical duty as his ewn 

persenal values. The fullfillment ef the ethical duty is 

the wain cencern ef this persen. His categeries are success/ 

failure. He feels streng ties te a cemmunity, and his duty 

tewards his cemmunity. He is different frem the aesthetic 

persen because he is net simply experimenting with pessibili- 

ties. He has chesen himself and his way ef life. In chees

ing, he is censcieus ef the effect ef his cheice en the cem

munity. The teles ef this persen's life is the fullfill

ment ef the ethical. By the ethical Kierkegaard under

stands the categerical imperative ef Kant, that is, the 

principles I use fer my criterien in judging and cheesing 

must be applicable fer every persen in all situatiens. In 

terms ef the synthesis, this is the time when 1hs self actualizes it-
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self threugh possibility! the actualization of the self is 

in the universally human. Here is where conscious despair 

often begins. The self is actualized, and there is tension 

between one’s duty and one's own self interest! or between 

what one has choosen and what one was before the choice.

Kierkegaard takes this sphere to its extreme, showing 

that as in the case of Abraham, the father of faith, one 

finds a religious person, but an unethical person. This 

aoans that the ethical stage is important, but the religious 

stage is beyond this. In fact, it was a temptation for 

Abraham to simply be ethical rather that a truly religious 

person. Not only that, but the ethical law can only con

demn i salvation is only gained through pepentence which is 

outside the realm of ethics. The ethical has its limits 

because it can only condemn. To leave this sphere and go 

beyond to the religious is a movement which causes greater 

despair in the individual, because the tension within the 

self becomes greater. There are two types of religionj 

religion A, and religion B.2

Religion A is beyond the ethical because a person here 

realizes that life is more that a duty towards community, 

rather each individual stands alone before God. Here as in 

the aesthetic sphere there is no sense of community, but the 

difference lies in the fact that here suffering is not

2s/ren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Post
script, op. cit., pp 493-520



leeked upen as seme external misfertune, rather as the 

direct result ef the internal tensien within the self. This 

type ef religien exists even in paganism because it fails 

te recegnize the true paradex ef the 'aeaent* as dees true 

Christianity. "...in time the individual recellects that 

he is eternal..."3 it is the religien ef the egeist. "... 

Religien A is the individual's ewn self-definitien and self 

transferaatien ef existence, befere Gedj this is se because 

it is a dialectic ef iaaanence, where the individual in 

tiae ceaes inte centaet with Ged, net in tiae but in the 

self."^ The teaperal and werldly erders are seen as seg- 

aenta ef the eternal, and the passage ef tiae is net enly a 

aeveaent fer aan, but it is else a aeveaent in eternity. In 

this way ene can participate in Eternity by participating 

in the teaperal and werldly.

Religien B is true paradex religien. It is the reli

gien ef transcendence. The aain difference between the twe 

is that in religien A a persen discevers the eternal within 

his ewn self tkreugh reflectien, but religien B believes in 

the paradex, the eternal entering tiae in the aeaent by 

deuble reflectien.

"Fer as the eternal came inte the werld at a aeaent ef 
tiae, the existing individual dees net in the ceurse 
ef time ceae inte relatien with the eternal and think 
abeut it- this is A- but in time it ceaes inte re-

3Ibid . p 186

Welden Saith "Religien A/Religien. B", Scettish 
Jeurnal ef The elegy, Vel. XV-XVI (1962) pp 245-2^3
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lation with the eternal in time> so that the relation 
io within time, and this relationship conflicts 
equally with all thinking, whether one reflects upon 
the individual ar upon the Diety."5

Religion A believes that time is part of eternity.. 

Religion A does not see this as a paradox, since it can be 

grasped by human reasen. Religion B on the other hand sees the 

eternal entering time at a specific point in time. In other 

words, God becomes man in the person of Jesus Christ. This 

is paradox Christianity. Time and eternity are seen as two 

lines with only one point in common- the paradoxical moment.

Kiprkegaard’s paradox Christianity deserves a closer 

inspection. The dialectic faith of Christianity is the 

culmination of Kierkegaard's thought. The central issue here 

is sin. This is the point where man breaks with immanence, 

and enters into the religion of transcendence (Religion B). 

The despair of defiance(sin) is the point in the process of 

becoming a self that the person first becomes aware ef his 

infinite self.

Sin is the state of being in error by reason of one's 

ewn guilt. Guilt is the quality of freedom after dread, 

geeplw .in general are guilty and can become aware of this on 

their own power. Guilt is something immanent and can be 

dealt with in psychology. It is only with sin, and the con

sciousness of it, that the breach with immanence begins.

Sin cannot be dealt with in psychology and a person cannot

5s/ren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Post
script, op. cit. p 506
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realize his sinfulness by his ewn pewer. Guilt is univer

sally human, sin hewever, is knewn enly in Christianity.

This Means that sin is a privilege ef Christians, and enly 

by being a sinner (despair ef defiance) can a persen be 

saved. Only Ged can help ene te became censeieus ef his 

sinfulness. This eecurs in the mement ef cenversien. Just 

as it is a paradex that Christ entered time at a specific 

■ament se in the sane sense Ged enters the sinners life at 

a specific mement. The persen becemes a sinner and a Christ

ian, enly threugh the pewer ef Ged in the mement.

Se a persen must be a sinner te be saved, but enly 

with Ged’s help ean a persen realize his sinfulness. Man 

in the universal state ef guilt cannet by his ewn pewer 

Relieve in the paradex ef Jesus Christ; it is enly when Ged 

supplies man with the cenditien fer believing that he can 

believe. In supplying this cenditien fer man, Ged alse sup

plies man with sin-censcieusness, that is, man becemes aware 

that he is a sinner enly threugh the pewer ef Ged.

"Hence the individual is unable te acquire Sin-cen
scieusness by himself, as he can guilt-censcieusness; 
fer in guilt censcieusness the identity ef the subject 
with himself is preserved, and guilt-censcieusness is 
an alteratien ef the subject within himself; sin-cen
scieusness en the ether hand, is an alteratien ef the 
very subject himself, which shews that eutside ef the 
individual that pewer must be which makes clear te him 
the fact that in earning inte life he has became ether 
than he was, he has became a sinner. This pewer is 
the Diety in time."6

6Ibid, p 517
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This stresses the fact that faith and the abject ef 

faith are beyend all human understanding, they eannet be 

the ebjeeta ef reasen, By faith and faith alene is man

saved.

"Te have sin--censcieusness, then, means realising what 
the quality ef sin is (censidering, with St. Anselm, 
its heavy weightl), and this entails making the breach 
with immanence. The individual has te reneunce the 
belief that he has within himself, en the strength ef 
his belenging te the humane in general, access te the 
divine. He has te discever that the leap inte sin has 
te be reversed, and that a secend leap is impassible 
except threugh the saving actien ef Ged in his act ef 
grace which is knewn as the Incarnatien. And this is 
true Christianity: te became an individual befere the 
Ged whe eannet be feund until he reveals himself."'’

When Ged reveals himself, the individual is cenverted. 

He is then a Christian, but Kierkegaard stresses that being 

a Christian means enly beceming a Christian. The struggle 

never ends. The self is then "...greunded transparently in 

that pewgr which censtituted him..."8

^Kenneth Hamilten','Kierkegaard en Sin",The Scettish 
Jeurnal ef Theelegy, ep. cit., p 299

p 262
8S/ren Kierkegaard, Sickness Unte Death, ap. cit..



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
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The queatien that the reader, hiin Enkelte (selitary 

individual), ef Kierkegaard must answer is what relevance 

dees Kierkegaard have teday. Kierkegaard threugh hia 

eaetienal and passienate style ef writing has attracted many 

individuals. He writes with such ferce that the reader is 

nearly hypnetlzed, and many peeple fellew him religieusly, 

and accept ideas that weuld etherwise seem ridiculeus te 

them. Often times the cemplexity ef his style is part ef 

the trance he casts upen his readers. His writings are 

directed se peintedly at the passiens and emetiens ef man 

that reasen is disregarded. One must break frem the spell 

ef this emetienal attractien, and try te evaluate semewhat 

ebjectively just what he is saying.

First, he is against theeries which claim te be all- 

encempassing, such as Hegel’s. As an alternative he meves 

te the ether extreme and claims that "subjecitvity is truth" 

This means that everything must be relative te each indivi

dual.

Secendly, he is eppesed te speculatien, legic, and 

reasen used by the Idealists. Here again he meves ene-hund- 

red eighty degrees frem the pesitien which he is eppesing.

He stresses the tetal irratienality ef faith. Man is saved 

by virtue ef the absurd.

Thirdly, cemmunity wership and religien are tetally 

rejected by Kierkegaard. Instead he says that each indivi

dual stands alene befere Ged. Ne individual can help 

anether in matters ef faith.
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These are the nest central ideas ef his philesephy. 

There are many mere, but they all fellew seraewhat the same 

pattern as abeve. In all ef these cases Kierkegaard is try

ing te be, what he felt was the tetal purpese ©f his auther- 

ship,-a cerrective. He felt he was a cerrective against the 

speculative metaphysics ef the German Idealists. This is 

acceptable, but what alternatives dees he effer te replace 

the speculatien ef the Idealists? This is where the criti

cism must be directed.

Kierkegaard claims te have destreyed the system ef 

Hegel, and previded each individual with the eppertunity te 

select his ewn alternative. Yet he has previded alter

natives which are unacceptable te man as a secial creature. 

He weuld want man te turn frem a ratienal animal inte a 

passienate animal. Everyene weuld be tetally subjective} 

everything weuld be relative ameng peeple, and there ceuld 

be ne sense ef cemmunity.

Se ene must be discreet in reading Kierkegaard. He 

ean be accepted as a cerrective, but ene must be careful net 

te fall inte his spell and accept the dectrine ef the 

individual that he preaches. If ene accepts him fer what he 

is , a cerrective, then ene becemes aware ef what Jaspers

1David E. Reberts,Existentialism and Rellgieus Belief, 
ed. Reger Hazel ten (New Yerki Oxferd University press, 19^7) 
p 142
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